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Abstract 

 
 Automatic text summarization is to compress the 
larger original text into shorter text called as 
summary. It is the essential researches for Natural 
Language Processing (NLP). Automatic semantic 
analysis of natural language text has received much 
attention by NLP community. In proposed Myanmar 
text summarization system, automatic summarized 
text will produce as mail dairy notes for incoming 
mail system. Anaphora  resolution  is  a  key  problem  
in  natural  language processing, and  has 
correspondingly  received a  significant amount of 
attention  in  the  literature. So, automatic 
pronominal anaphora resolution in Myanmar texts 
will be used for summary generation system in this 
paper. This system will identify the semantic 
relationships, or semantic roles, and fill by 
constituents of a sentence within a semantic frame 
using Myanmar Verb Frames. So, verb frame 
resource with annotated semantic roles will be 
developed for proposed system. 
 
Keywords:  automatic text summarization, natural 
language processing, semantic roles. 
 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 
 In the growth of the world-wide web and online 
text collections, it has become increasingly important 
to provide improved mechanism for finding 
information quickly       [7]. Presenting the user with 
summaries of the matching sentences in documents 
can help the user identify which documents are most 
relevant to the user’s needs.  
 Text summarization refers to the task of 
shortening a long text. It can be either be a generic 
summary, which gives an overall sense. There are 

two major directions in text summarization: the 
extractive and the abstractive paradigm [11].  The 
first approach in creating summaries (most common) 
is based on identifying important words in texts by 
using their frequencies, and determining those 
sentences that contain a bigger number of important 
words. These sentences are extracted from the 
original text, and taken to constitute the summary. In 
this paradigm, the summarization is performed 
through sentence extraction: the summary is a subset 
of the sentences in the original text. 
 An alternative approach is to build a summary 
consisting of sentences that don’t necessarily have to 
show up in that specific form in the source text. This 
method can also be applied in the case of very large 
texts, such as a whole novel, where neither the 
determination of most significant sentences based on 
occurrences of frequent words, nor building discourse 
structures could be of help. In these cases, other 
methods, mainly expanding a collection of predefined 
flexible summary could be applied. 
 In addition to extracts and abstracts, summaries 
may differ in several other ways.  Some of the major 
types of summary that have been identified include 
indicative (keywords indicating topics) vs. 
informative (content-laden); generic (author’s 
perspective) vs. query-oriented (user-specific); 
background vs. just-the-news; single-document vs. 
multi-document; neutral vs. evaluative [5]. This 
makes the study of automated text summarization an 
exciting area in which to work.  
 The proposed system is to summary building uses 
the first method, sentence extraction. However, the 
novelty of our approach consists in basing the 
extraction of different sentences from the original text 
on semantic role analysis, an association which is not 
yet explored at its full potential.  The method 
provided that named entity and semantic roles 
extraction modules are available. 
 The remaining parts of the paper are organized as 
follows: the natural language processing systems 
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using semantic roles are presented in section 2, 
Myanmar verb frame resource is introduced in 
section 3, section 4 describes the overall of the 
proposed system and section 5 concludes the paper 
and identifies future work. 
 

2. Related Works 
 
     The natural language processing community 
has recently experienced a growth of interest in 
semantic roles, since they describe WHO did WHAT 
to WHOM, WHEN, WHERE, WHY, HOW etc. for a 
given situation, and contribute to the construction of 
meaning. Thus, lexical-semantic resources (LSRs) are 
the foundation of many NLP tasks such as word sense 
disambiguation, semantic role labeling, question-
answering and information extraction. They are 
needed on a large scale in different languages.  
 They [13] were the first to stress the importance 
of semantic roles in answering complex questions. 
Their system identified predicate argument structures 
by merging semantic role information from PropBank  
and FrameNet. Expected answers are extracted by 
performing probabilistic inference over the predicate 
argument structures in conjunction with a domain 
specific topic model. 
 They [4] introduce a general framework for 
answer extraction which exploits semantic role 
annotations in the FrameNet semantic resource. 
 There [1] was among the first  to investigate  the 
usefulness of semantic roles in summaries. More 
recently, [Suanmali et al., 2010] used semantic roles 
and WordNet to compute the semantic similarity 
between two sentences in order to decide if the 
sentences are to be kept or not in the summary. 
 

3. Semantic Role Resources 
 
 One of the goals of the FrameNet project is to 
design a linguistic ontology that can be used for the 
automatic processing of semantic information. The 
associated hierarchy contains an extensive semantic 
analysis of verbs, nouns, adjectives and situations in 
which they are used, called frames. The basic 
assumption on which the frames are built is that each 
word evokes a particular situation with specific 
participants [3]. The word that evokes a particular 
frame is called target word or predicate and can be an 
adjective, noun or verb. The participant entities are 
defined using semantic roles and they are called 

frame elements. The Berkeley FrameNet database 
consists of  more than 7000 English lexical items, 
together with example sentences annotated with 
semantic roles [2].  
 PropBank is a bank of propositions. A 
“proposition” is on the basic structure of a sentence 
[3], and is a set of relationships between nouns and 
verbs, without tense, negation, aspect and modal 
modifiers. Arguments which belong to propositions 
are annotated by PropBank with numbered role labels 
(Arg0 to Arg5) and modifiers are annotated with 
specific ArgM (Argument Modifiers) role labels. 
Each verb occurrence in the corpus receives also a 
sense number, which corresponds to a roleset in the 
frame file of such verb. A frame file may present 
several rolesets, depending on how many senses the 
verb may assume. In the roleset, the numbered 
arguments are “translated” into verb specific role 
descriptions. Arg0 of the verb “sell”, for example, is 
described as “seller”. Thus, human annotators may 
easily identify the arguments and assign them the 
appropriate role label.  There is currently no frame 
semantic representation of Myanmar. 
 Myanmar verb frame files will be built together 
with example sentences annotated with semantic roles 
following PropBank guidelines. But, this system 
could not reproduce the same experience of 
PropBank.  This proposed system interested in 
designing Myanmar Verb Frame files in relatively 
independent modules to facilitate the collaborative 
construction of this resource. Once PropBank 
guidelines and PropBank frames files are available 
for consultation, it is design to adopt a different 
approach: instead of firstly building frames files and 
Annotator´s Guidelines, Myanmar Verb Frame is 
start by annotating a corpus using English frames 
files and guidelines as model. Therefore, unlike 
PropBank, in this first phase it annotated only 
semantic role labels and not verb senses.  In this way, 
the proposed system identified language-specific 
aspects of SRL for Myanmar language, and generated 
a corpus that used as base to build frames files. 
 The overall pipeline architecture of the proposed 
system is presented in Figure 1. 
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4. Overview of the Proposed System 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Overview of the Automatic Myanmar 
Text Summarization System with Semantic Roles 
 

4.1. Sample Input of the Automatic Myanmar 
Text Summarization System 
 
The 27th Sea game was hosted by Myanmar in 2013. 
It is held by the union of 11 Asian countries every 2 
year. Athletes from 11 Asian countries participate in 
this Sea game. There are many different items in this 
sea game. The winners are awarded gold as 1st prize, 
silver as 2nd prize and bronze as 3rd prize in different 
competitions. Myanmar athletes who got identified 
prizes are given as bonus from organizations of 
Myanmar. The 28th Sea game will be held by 
Singapore in 2015. The sea game will be hosted again 
by Myanmar in the next 20 years. 

ျမန္မာႏုိင္ငံသည္၂၇ၾကိမ္ေျမာက္ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးကုိAိမ္ရွ

င္Aေနျဖင့္လက္ခံက်င္းပခဲ့သည္။ ထုိပြဲေတာ္ကို Aာဆီယံႏိုင္ငံမ်ား 

စုေပါင္းျပီး 

၂ႏွစ္တစ္ၾကိမ္က်င္းပသည္။ထုိAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးတြင္Aာဆီယံ၁၁

ႏိုင္ငံမွAားကစားသမားမ်ား 

လာေရာက္ယွU္ျပိဳင္ၾကသည္။ထုိပြဲေတာ္တြင္Aားကစားျပိဳင္ပြဲေပါင္းမ်ား

စြာပါ၀င္သည္။ပထမဆုAျဖစ္ေရႊ၊ဒုတိယဆုAျဖစ္ေငြ၊တတိယဆုAျဖစ္

ေၾကးတုိ႕Aႏိုင္ရသူမ်ားAားဆုေပးသည္။ထ့ုိAျပင္ျမန္မာႏုိင္ငံAေနျဖင့္

ဆုရေသာျမန္မာAားကစားသမားမ်ားAတြက္Aပိုဆုေၾကးမ်ားထပ္မံ 

ခ်ီးျမွင့္ခဲ့သည္။၂၈ၾကိမ္ေျမာက္ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးကုိ၂၀၁၅ခု

ႏွစ္္တြင္စင္ကာပူႏိုင္ငံ၌က်င္းပမည္ျဖစ္သည္။ျမန္မာႏုိင္ငံAေနျဖင့္ 

ေနာက္ႏွစ္ေပါင္း၂၀Aၾကာတြင္ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ကုိျပန္လည္

က်င္းပခြင့္ရရိွပါမည္။ 

. 
4.2. Preprocessing 
  
 For preprocessing of proposed system in Figure 1, 
word segmentation is the first stage. Without a word 
segmentation solution, no NLP application (such as 
Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging and translation) can be 
developed. Words can be combined to form phrases, 
clauses and sentences. Thus, in proposed system, 
word segmentation is performed with Myanmar Word 
Segmenter [12]. This segmenter generated all 
possible segmented sentence of phase pattern as their 
score for further processing. It can handle the unkown 
case of word and it does not only depend on lexicon. 
Example of word segmentation for one sentence in 
the input paragraph, 

ထို ပြဲေတာ္ တြင္ Aားကစား ျပိဳင္ပြဲ မ်ားစြာ ပါ၀င္သည ္  

For the next step of the preprocessing stage which is 
Part of Speech (POS) Tagging, rule based POS 
tagging of Myanmar language. [12] is used. This 
tagging used the context-free grammer (CFG) as rules 
which parsing is start with sentence and left to right 
parsing structure to define the POS of each word. 
Example of POS tagging for above word segmentated 
sentence, 
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4.3. Identify Entity_Pronoun 
 
In order to identify the semantic role a specific entity 
express, the entity must be first identified in the text. 
This is the task of named entity recognition (NER).  
As a preprocessing module for our summary 
generation system in Figure 1, this system will be 
used a Named Entity Recognition [14] system for 
Myanmar language. This NER system will identify 
the boundary of candidate NE that composes of many 
words by using NER algorithm with Rules and Tag 
Set files.  It displays NEs and correctly classifies the 
class of these NEs. Therefore, after identifying named 
entities and their types (person, organization, place, 
etc.), a simple anaphora resolution method, based on 
a set of reference rules, is applied to input text, in 
order to link all entities to their pronoun.  
 In this paper, the anaphoric system is a basic rule-
based one, focusing on named entity anaphoric 
relations. To solve anaphoric references for Myanmar 
language, a rule-based system create an anaphoric 
link between the pronoun and its antecedent based on 
Hobbs algorithm [6]. Hobbs algorithm is adapted 
successfully for those languages (eg, Chinese) which 
have similar Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) structure 
and follow a fixed word order.  But the structure of 
Myanmar language is Subject-Object-Verb (SOV) 
structure and free word order. So, Hobbs algorithm 
does not adapt for Myanmar language. Thus, a new 
syntax_based approach will be developed to solve 
anaphoric resolution for pronominal reference for 
Myanmar texts based on Hobbs algorithm. 

 

 
Figure  2. Example of Identify Entity_Pronoun in 
Myanmar Sentence based on Hobbs Algorithm. 

1.  Start search at PRO_PERSON (NP) in S2. 
2. NP_NOM is first NP we encounter. Call this 

node X and call the path used to reach it p. 
3. Traverse all branches below node X to the 

left of path p in left to right, breadth-first 
search. No NP  node between it and X. 

4. From node X, go up the tree. S2  is first 
node we encounter. Call this new node X, 
and call the path traversed to reach it p. 

5. If X is highest S node in the sentence, 
traverse trees of previous sentence S1 in left 

to right. When NP node ေမာင္ေမာင္ is 

encountered, proposed as antecedent of သူ. 

6. Result: ေမာင္ေမာင္ for သူ.  
 The following is the named entity anaphoric relations 
from the inputted paragraphs. 
 ျမန္မာႏုိင္ငံသည္၂၇ၾကိမ္ေျမာက္ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးကုိ

Aိမ္ရွင္Aေနျဖင့္လက္ခံက်င္းပခဲ့သည္။ထုိပြဲေတာထုိပြဲေတာထုိပြဲေတာထုိပြဲေတာ္ 

(ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီး)ကုိ 

Aာဆီယံႏိုင္ငံမ်ားစုေပါင္းျပီး၂ႏွစ္တစ္ၾကိမ္က်င္းပသည္။ထုိAားကစားထုိAားကစားထုိAားကစားထုိAားကစား

ပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးပြဲေတာ္ၾကီး((((ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီး))))တြင္Aာဆီယံ၁၁ႏုိင္ငံမွAား

ကစားသမားမ်ားလာေရာက္ယွU္ျပိဳင္ၾကသည္။ထုိပြဲေတာ္ထုိပြဲေတာ္ထုိပြဲေတာ္ထုိပြဲေတာ္((((ဆီးဂိမ္းAားဆီးဂိမ္းAားဆီးဂိမ္းAားဆီးဂိမ္းAား

ကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီး))))တြင္တြင္တြင္တြင္Aားကစားျပိဳင္ပြဲေပါင္းမ်ားစြာပါ၀င္သည္။ပထမ

ဆုAျဖစ္ေရႊ၊ဒုတိယဆုAျဖစ္္ 

ေငြ၊တတိယဆုAျဖစ္ေၾကးစသျဖင့္ျပိဳင္ပြဲတြင္Aႏုိင္ရသူမ်ားကုိဆုေပး

သည္။ထ့ုိAျပင္ျမန္မာႏုိင္ငံAေန 

ျဖင့္ဆုရေသာျမန္မာAားကစားသမားမ်ားAတြက္ Aပိုဆုေၾကးမ်ား 
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ပ္မံခ်ီးျမွင့္ခ့ဲသည္။၂၈ ၾကိမ္ေျမာက္ 

ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ကို၂၀၁၅ခုႏွစ္တြင္စင္ကာပူႏုိင္ငံတြင္က်င္းပ

မည္။ျမန္မာႏုိင္ငံAေနျဖင့္ေနာက္ႏွစ္ေပါင္း၂၀Aၾကာတြင္ဆီးဂိမ္းAား

ကစားပြဲေတာ္ကုိ ျပန္လည္က်င္းပခြင့္ ရရွိပါမည္။   

 

4.4. Semantic Role Labeling Model 
 
 The third step in the proposed system is semantic 
role labeling. Firstly, in arguments identify stage, 
lemma of verb in sample input sentences is identified 
as predicate. 

က်င္းပ(held)� ယွU္ျပိဳင(္race)၊ပါ၀င(္include)၊ 

ဆုေပး(award)�ခ်ီးျမွင့္၊ျဖစ္(be)၊ရရိွ(get) 

 For role semantics to become relevant for 
language technology, robust and accurate methods for 
automatic semantic role labeling (SRL) are needed. 
Automatic Labeling of Semantic Roles, arguments 
for a predicate (verb) within a sentence and tag them 
with appropriate semantic roles. Role assignment has 
generally been modeled as a classification task. 
  Secondly, for semantic role assignment or 
argument classification stage, support vector machine 
(SVM) classifier used to assign semantically 
meaningful labels to arguments corresponding to 
predicates. SVM classifier takes a set of features for 
syntactic structure in the input sentence as input. 

These features are syntactic information (path from 
predicate to constituent, phrasal type of constituent) 
and lexical information (head word of the constituent, 
predicate). SVM determines proper labels for 
semantic arguments of a given predicate using 
Myanmar Verb Frame resource and annotated 
training corpus. 
 The following is Myanmar verb frame files based 
on PropBank for sample input predicates. 

Frame file for က်င္းပက်င္းပက်င္းပက်င္းပ(hold) 

Roles:  
 Arg0-holder 
 Arg1-thing held 
 Arg2-with whom 

ျမန္မာႏိုင္ငံသည(္Arg-0)၂၇ၾကိမ္ေျမာက္ 

ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးကိ(ုArg-1) 

Aိမ္ရွင္Aေနျဖင့္လက္ခံက်င္းပခဲ့သည္။ထိုပြဲေတာ္ 

(ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီး)ကိ(ုArg-1) 

Aာဆီယံႏိုင္ငံမ်ား(Arg-0)စုေပါင္းျပီး၂ႏွစ္ တစ္ၾကိမ္ 

က်င္းပသည္။ 

Frame file for ယွU္ျပိဳင္ယွU္ျပိဳင္ယွU္ျပိဳင္ယွU္ျပိဳင္(compete) 

Roles: 
 Arg0-competitor 
 Arg1-opponent 
 Arg2-prize  
ထိုAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီး(ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီး)

တြင္(ArgM-place)Aာဆီယံ၁၁ႏုိင္ငံမွ 

Aားကစားသမားမ်ား(Arg-0)လာေရာက္ 

ယွU္ျပိဳင္ၾကသည္။  

Frame file for    ပါပါပါပါ၀၀၀၀င္င္င္င္(include)    
Roles: 
 Arg0-agent, entity causing some grouping 
 Arg1-thing being included  
 Arg2-group 

ထိုပြဲေတာ္(ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီး)တြင(္Arg2)A

ားကစားျပိဳင္ပြဲေပါင္းမ်ားစြာ(Arg1)ပါ၀င္သည္။  

Frame file for    ဆုေပးဆုေပးဆုေပးဆုေပး(award)    
Roles:  
 Arg0-giver 
 Arg1-award 
 Arg2-benefactive 

ပထမဆုAျဖစ္ေရႊ၊ဒုတိယဆုAျဖစ္ေငြ၊တတိယဆုAျဖစ္

ေၾကးတို့ကို(Arg1)Aႏုိင္ရသူမ်ားAား (Arg2) 

ဆုေပးသည္။  

Frame file for    ခ်ီးျမွင့္ခ်ီးျမွင့္ခ်ီးျမွင့္ခ်ီးျမွင့္(confer)    
Roles: 
 Arg0-giver 
 Arg1-gift 
 Arg2-given to 

ထို့Aျပင္ျမန္မာႏုိင္ငံAေနျဖင့္(Arg0)ဆုရေသာ 

ျမန္မာAားကစားသမားမ်ားကို(Arg2)Aပိုဆုေၾကးမ်ား(

Arg1) ထပ္မံခ်ီးျမွင့္ခဲ့သည္။ 

၂၈ၾကိမ္ေျမာက္ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ကို(Arg1) 

၂၀၁၅ခုႏွစ္တြင္(ArgM-time) စင္ကာပူႏိုင္ငံ၌(Arg0)    

က်င္းပမည္္။  

Frame file for    ရရိွရရိွရရိွရရိွ(get)    
Roles: 
     Arg0- receiver 
        Arg1- thing gotten 
        Arg2- giver  
        Arg3- price paid, in-exchange-for  
        Arg4- benefactive  
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ျမန္မာႏိုင္ငံသည္္္္(Arg0)ေနာက္ႏွစ္ေပါင္း၂၀Aၾကာတြင္(

ArgM-time)ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ကို (Arg1) 

ျပန္လည္က်င္းပခြင့္ (ArgM) ရရွိပါမည္။  

 

4.5. Summarizer 
 
 The fourth step, summarizer, in Figure 1 
consists of three components. 
 The first stage of the summarizer is to 
identify main character in input paragraph. The 
main character is considered to be the named 
entity having the higher number of occurrences 
in the text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1. Frequency of characters in sample input 
paragraph 

 
Character Frequency 

ျမန္မာႏိုင္င ံ 3 

ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ 6 

Aိမ္ရွင္ႏိုင္ငံ 2 

Aာဆီယံႏိုင္င ံ 2 

ျမန္မာAားကစားသမားမ်ား 1 

စင္ကာပူႏုိင္င ံ 1 

 

In this table, ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ (sea game) 

has maximum frequency. Thus, this system 

chose ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ (sea game) as main 

character.The second stage is to extract 
sentences with main character. 
 

ျမန္မာႏုိင္ငံတြင္၂၇ၾကိမ္ေျမာက္ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးကုိAိမ္ရွ

င္ႏုိင္ငံAျဖစ္လက္ခံက်င္းပခ့ဲသည္။ 

ထုိပြဲေတာ္မွာAာဆီယံႏိုင္ငံမ်ားစုေပါင္းျပီး၂ႏွစ္တစ္ၾကိမ္က်င္းပသည္။

ထုိAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးတြင္Aာဆီယံ၁၁ႏုိင္ငံမွAားကစားသမားမ်ား

လာေရာက္ယွU္ျပိဳင္ၾကသည္။ထုိပြဲေတာ္တြင္Aားကစားျပိဳင္ပြဲေပါင္းမ်ား

စြာပါ၀င္သည္။၂၈ၾကိမ္ေျမာက္ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ကုိ၂၀၁၅ခုႏွစ္

တြင္စင္ကာပူႏုိင္ငံတြ  

င္က်င္းပလ္ိမ့္ည္္။ျမန္မာႏုိင္ငံAေနျဖင့္ေနာက္ႏွစ္ေပါင္း၂၀Aၾကာတြင္

ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ကိုAိမ္ရွင္ႏိုင္ငံAျဖစ္ ျပန္လည္ က်င္းပခြင့္ 

ရရိွပါမည္။  

 

 The third stage is to extract obligatory 
arguments that are Arg0_Arg4 semantic roles 
sentences with specific character. 

ျမန္မာႏုိင္ငံသည္၂၇ၾကိမ္ေျမာက္ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ၾကီးကုိAိမ္ရွ

င္ႏုိင္ငံAျဖစ္လက္ခံက်င္းပခ့ဲသည္။၂၈ၾကိမ္ေျမာက္ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲ

ေတာ္ကုိ၂၀၁၅ခုႏွစ္တြင္စင္ကာပူႏုိင္ငံတြင္က်င္းပလိမ့္မည္။ျမန္မာႏုိင္ငံ

Aေနျဖင့္ေနာက္ႏွစ္ေပါင္း၂၀Aၾကာတြင္ဆီးဂိမ္းAားကစားပြဲေတာ္ကုိ

Aိမ္ရွင္ႏုိင္ငံAျဖစ္ ျပန္လည္ က်င္းပခြင့္ ရရိွပါမည္။ 

5. Conclusion and Future Work  

 In this paper, a summary generation system based 
on semantic roles is presented.  The main work 
includes word segmentation, POS tagging, 
identifying entity_pronoun, and semantic role 
labeling and summary generation. For resolving 
entities, syntax-based method is introduced to create 
anaphoric link for Myanmar language. In SRL, 
arguments identification and arguments classification 
are developed using Myanmar Verb Frame Resource.  
The main components of the summary generation are 
to identifying named entities, marking semantic roles, 
and selecting the sentences of the text to be kept in 
the summary. As the future work, the system needs to 
implement as automatic text summarization system 
via mobile phone. 
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